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Abstract: In this study, an application of Adomian decomposition method (ADM) is applied to solve the wave
equations with non-local boundary conditions. If the equations considered have a solution in terms of the series
expansion of known function, this powerful method catches the exact solution. Comparison is made between the
exact solution and Adomian decomposition method (ADM). The results reveal that the differential transform method
is very effective and simple.
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1. Introduction
Many physics and engineering problems are modeled by partial differential equations. In many
instances these equations are nonlinear and exact solutions are difficult to obtain. Numerical
methods were developed over a period of time in order to find approximate solutions to these
nonlinear equations. However, numerical solutions are insufficient to determine general
properties of certain systems of equations and thus analytical and semi-analytical methods have
been developed. These methods have transformed numerical analysis and we are now able to
provide both qualitative and quantitative analysis to complex mathematical problems.
The wave equation for a plane wave traveling in the x direction is
________________
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 2u 1  2u

x 2  2 t 2
where v is the phase velocity of the wave and y represents the variable which is changing as the
wave passes. This is the form of the wave equation which applies to a stretched string or a plane
electromagnetic wave. The mathematical description of a wave makes use of partial derivatives.
In two dimensions, the wave equation takes the form
 2u  2u
1  2u


x 2 y 2  2 t 2

which could describe a wave on a stretched membrane.
Suppose we want to consider a horizontal string of length L that has been tightly stretched
between two points at

and

. Because the string has been tightly stretched we can

assume that the slope of the displaced string at any point is small. So just what does this do for
us? Let’s consider a point x on the string in its equilibrium position, i.e. the location of the point
at

. As the string vibrates this point will be displaced both vertically and horizontally,

however, if we assume that at any point the slope of the string is small then the horizontal
displacement will be very small in relation to the vertical displacement. This means that we can
now assume that at any point x on the string the displacement will be purely vertical. So, let’s
call this displacement u  x, t  .
We are going to assume, at least initially, that the string is not uniform and so the mass density of
the string,  ( x) may be a function of x.
Next we are going to assume that the string is perfectly flexible. This means that the string will
have no resistance to bending. This in turn tells us that the force exerted by the string at any
point x on the endpoints will be tangential to the string itself. This force is called the tension in
the string and its magnitude will be given by T  x, t  .
Finally, we will let Q  x, t  represent the vertical component per unit mass of any force acting
on the string.
Provided we again assume that the slope of the string is small the vertical displacement of the
string at any point is then given by,
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 2u  
u 
 ( x)
  T ( x, t )    ( x)Q  x, t 
2
x 
x 
x
This is a very difficult partial differential equation to solve so we need to make some further
simplifications.
First, we’re now going to assume that the string is perfectly elastic. This means that the
magnitude of the tension, T  x, t  , will only depend upon how much the string stretches
near x. Again, recalling that we’re assuming that the slope of the string at any point is small this
means that the tension in the string will then very nearly be the same as the tension in the string
in its equilibrium position. We can then assume that the tension is a constant value, T  x, t   T0 .
Further, in most cases the only external force that will act upon the string is gravity and if the
string light enough the effects of gravity on the vertical displacement will be small and so will
also assume that Q  x, t   0 . This leads to

If we now divide by the mass density and define,

we arrive at the 1-D wave equation,

In this Chapter, we deal with non- classical initial boundary value problems that is, the solution
of hyperbolic differential equations with non- local boundary specifications. These non- local
conditions arise mainly when the data on the boundary cannot be measured directly. Many
physical phenomena are modeled by hyperbolic initial boundary value problems with non- local
boundary conditions. Hyperbolic equations with non- local integral conditions are widely used in
chemistry, plasma physics, thermo-elasticity, engineering and so forth. The solutions of
hyperbolic and parabolic equations with integral conditions were studied by several authors [110]. Numerical solutions of hyperbolic partial differential equations with integral conditions are
still a major research area with widespread applications in engineering, physics and technology.
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1.1 One-dimensional wave equation
We consider the following one-dimensional wave equation:

 2u  2u

 q  x, t 
x 2 x 2

0  x  1, 0  t  T

(1)

Subject to the initial condition:

ux,0  r x 

0  x 1

(2)

ut x,0  sx 

0  x 1

(3)

and the non-local boundary condition:

u0, t   pt 

0t T

(4)

 ux, t dt  qt 

0t T

(5)

1

0

Where

r , s, p

and

q are known functions, we suppose that f is sufficiently smooth to produce a

smooth classical solution.
In this paper, we focus on the solutions of wave equations with non-local boundary conditions by
non-perturbation analytical methods known as Adomian Decomposition method(ADM) and also
to compare these solutions with exact solution focusing on accuracy, convergence and
computational efficiency.

2. Adomian Decomposition method
The Adomian decomposition method has been applied [11-14] for solving a large classes of
linear and non linearordinary and partial differential equations with approximate solutions which
converges rapidly to accurate solutions. In recent years, many papers were devoted to the
problem of approximate of one-dimensional wave equation with non-local boundary conditions.
The motivation of this work is to apply the decomposition method for solving the one
dimensional wave equation with an integral boundary condition. It is well known in the literature
that this algorithm provides solution in rapidly convergent series. The implementation of the
Adomian method has shown reliable results in that few terms only are needed to obtain accurate
solutions.
Consider equation (1) to (5) written in the form

Ltt u   Lxx u   qx, t 
Where the differential operators are given as;

(6)
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 2 .
2
Ltt .  2 And Lxx  2
t
x

Ltt1 is these for considered a two-fold integral operator defined by

The inverse operator

t t

Ltt1    . dt dt
0 0

Operating with Ltt1 on equation (6), it then follows that:

Ltt1 Ltt u   Ltt1 Lxx u   Ltt1 qx, t 

(7)

And special initial condition yield:

ux, t   r x   tsx   Ltt1 Lxx ux, t   Ltt1 qx, t 

(8)

The decomposition method assumes an infinite series solution for unknown function u x, t 
given by:

u  x, t  



u
k 0

k

(9)

Where the components uk k  0,1, 2, 3, .......... ... are determined recursively by using the relation:

u0  r x   t sx   Ltt1 qx, t 

(10)

uk 1  Ltt1 Lxx uk 

(11)

And

If the series converges in a suitable way, then the general solution is obtained as:


u x, t   lim  u k x, t  .
k 0
n

In the next section, we solve numerical examples by Adomian Decomposition method for testing
the convergence of the method.

3. Numerical examples
Example 1: Consider the following wave equation:

 2u  2u

,
t 2 x 2
with the initial conditions:

0  x  1 , 0  t  0.5
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u x,0  0 ,

0  x 1

ut x,0   cosx  ,





0  x 1

and the boundary conditions:

u 0, t   pt   sin t 

 u x, t dt  q t   0
t

0







Substituting in equation (10) and (11) we get.

u0  r x   t sx   Ltt1 qx, t   t  cosx 

uk 1  Ltt1 Lxx uk 

,

k 0

We can then proceed to compute the first few terms of the series:

   3t 3 

u1  Ltt1 Lxx u 0   cosx 
 3! 
   5t 5 

u 2  Ltt1 Lxx u1   cosx 
 5! 

   7t 7
u3  Ltt1 Lxx u 2   cosx 
 7!





And so on........

ux, t   u0  u1  u2  u3  .......... .......... .......... ...

t 3  t 5  t 7  .......... .......... ..
 cosx t 

3!
5!
7!



ux, t   cos x sin  t 
Example 2: Consider the wave equation:

 2u 1  2u

 0,
t 2 4 x 2

0  x  1 , 0  t  1.

with the initial condition:

u x,0  x
ut x,0  e

0  x 1
x

and the boundary conditions:

0  x 1
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t
u x 0, t   2 sinh 
2

t 
u x 1, t   2e x  sinh   1
2 


t 0
t 0
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By Adomian decomposition method equation (1) yields;

Ltt u x, t  

1
Lxx u x, t   0
4

Operating with the inverse operator Ltt1 on both side of equation (4) and importing the
corresponding initial conditions, we obtain.

u x, t   u x,0  t ut x,0 

1 1
Ltt Lxx u x, t 
4

Starting with:

u0 x, t   ux,0  t ut x,0  x  t e x

uk 1 x, t  

1 1
Ltt Lxx uk  ,
4

3
1 1
x t
u1 x, t   Ltt Lxx u 0   2e 3
4
2 3!

5
1 1
x t
u 2 x, t   Ltt Lxx u1   2e 5
4
2 5!
7
1 1
x t
u3 x, t   Ltt Lxx u 2   2e 7
4
2 7!

By continuing the iteration we find that:

t 2 k 1
uk  2e 2 k 1
2 2k  1!
x



u x, t   x  2e x  uk x, t 
k 0

t
u x, t   x  2e x sinh 
 2
This converges to the exact solution.
Example 3: Consider the wave equation:

k0
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 2u
 2u
 4 2  0,
t 2
x

0  x  1 , 0  t  1.

with the initial condition:

u x,0  sin x 
ut x,0  0

0  x 1





0  x 1

And the boundary conditions:

u0, t   u1, t   0

t 0



Compare the result with the exact solution

ux, t   sin x cos2 t 
By Adomian decomposition method equation (1) yields;

Ltt ux, t   4Lxx ux, t   0
Operating with the inverse operator

Ltt1

on both side of equation (4) and importing the

corresponding initial conditions, we obtain.

ux, t   ux,0  t ut x,0  4Ltt1 Lxx ux, t 
Starting with:

u0 x, t   ux,0  t ut x,0  sin x 
uk 1 x, t   4Ltt1 Lxx uk  ,
u1 x, t   4 L

1
tt

k0

2

2 t 
Lxx u0    sin x 

u 2 x, t   4Ltt1 Lxx u1   sin  x 
u3 x, t   4Ltt1 Lxx u 2   sin  x 

2!

2 t 4
4!

2 t 6
6!

By continuing like this:

ux, t   u0  u1  u2  u3  .......... .......... .....

ux, t   sin x cos2 t 
This converges to the exact solution.
Example 4. Consider the wave equation:
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 2u  2u

 0,
t 2 x 2
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0  x  1 , 0  t  1.

with the initial condition:

u x,0  sin x 
ut x,0  0

0  x 1





0  x 1

And the boundary conditions:

u0, t   u1, t   0



t 0

Compare the result with the exact solution

ux, t   sin x cos t 
By Adomian decomposition method equation (1) yields;

Ltt ux, t   Lxx ux, t   0
Operating with the inverse operator Ltt1 on both side of equation (4) and importing the
corresponding initial conditions, we obtain.

ux, t   ux,0  t ut x,0  Ltt1 Lxx ux, t 
Starting with:

u0 x, t   ux,0  t ut x,0  sin x 
uk 1 x, t   Ltt1 Lxx uk  ,

k0

u1 x, t   Ltt1 Lxx u 0    sin  x 
u 2 x, t   Ltt1 Lxx u1   sin  x 
u3 x, t   Ltt1 Lxx u 2   sin  x 

 t 2
2!

 t 4
4!

 t 6
6!

By continuing like this:

ux, t   u0  u1  u2  u3  .......... .......... .....

ux, t   sin x cos t 
This converges to the exact solution.
Example 5: Consider the wave equation:
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 2u
1  2u

 0,
t 2 16 2 x 2

0  x  1 , 0  t  1.

with the initial condition:

u x,0  0

ut x,0  sin4 x 

0  x 1





0  x 1

And the boundary conditions:

u0, t   u0.5, t   0



t 0

Compare the result with the exact solution

ux, t   sin4 x sint 
By Adomian decomposition method equation (1) yields;

Ltt ux, t   Lxx ux, t   0
Operating with the inverse operator Ltt1 on both side of equation (4) and importing the
corresponding initial conditions, we obtain.

ux, t   ux,0  t ut x,0  Ltt1 Lxx ux, t 
Starting with:

u0 x, t   ux,0  t ut x,0  t sin4 x 
uk 1 x, t   Ltt1 Lxx uk  ,

k0

u1 x, t   Ltt1 Lxx u 0    sin 4 x 
u 2 x, t   Ltt1 Lxx u1   sin 4 x 
u3 x, t   Ltt1 Lxx u 2   sin 4 x 

t 3
3!

t 5
5!

t 7
7!

By continuing like this:

ux, t   u0  u1  u2  u3  .......... .......... .....

ux, t   sin4 x sint 
This converges to the exact solution.
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Example 6: Consider the wave equation:

 2u  2u

 0,
t 2 x 2

0 x  , 0t

with the initial condition:

u x,0  sinx 
ut x,0  0

0 x 
0 x 





And the boundary conditions:

u0, t   u , t   0

t 0

Compare the result with the exact solution

ux, t   sinx cost 
By Adomian decomposition method equation (1) yields;

Ltt ux, t   Lxx ux, t   0
Operating with the inverse operator Ltt1 on both side of equation (4) and importing the
corresponding initial conditions, we obtain.

ux, t   ux,0  t ut x,0  Ltt1 Lxx ux, t 
Starting with:

u0 x, t   ux,0  t ut x,0  sinx 
uk 1 x, t   Ltt1 Lxx uk  ,

k0

u1 x, t   Ltt1 Lxx u 0    sin x 
u 2 x, t   Ltt1 Lxx u1   sin x 

u3 x, t   L

1
tt

t 2
2!

t 4
4!

6

t
Lxx u2   sin x 

6!

By continuing like this:

ux, t   u0  u1  u2  u3  .......... .......... .....

ux, t   sinx cost 
This converges to the exact solution.
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4. Conclusion
We have applied the Adomian decomposition method for the solution of the wave equation with
non-local boundary conditions. This algorithm is simple and easy to implement. The obtained
results confirmed a good accuracy of the method. On the other hand, the calculations are simpler
and faster than in traditional techniques.

The main advantage found from this was that the method generates an analytic expression for the
solution. The computations are easily utilized and could be completed without computer
assistance if desired. This work indicates that an increase in symbolism results in an increase in
the complexity of the solution, thereby losing the computational ease which has been a major
advantage of this method. Furthermore, it appears that the type or strength of nonlinearity also
influences the qualitative properties of the solution. The solutions generated in this work exhibit
functions in the series terms that are unfavorable for use in recursive relationship.

The Adomian decomposition method can handle any kind of linear or non-linear differential
equation. Solutions of ADM are compared with exact method which excellent convergent. As
discussed earlier ADM have an easy computational and highly convergent system to solve either
linear or non-linear problems of the real world without assumptions on changing the essential
non-linear nature. The main advantage of ADM is that it can be applied directly for all types of
differential and integral equations, linear or non-linear, homogeneous or non-homogeneous, with
constant, or with variable coefficients. Another important advantage is that the method is capable
of greatly reducing the size of computation work while still maintaining high accuracy of the
numerical solution.
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